
 
 

Classroom Recording Booth Guide 
 
When considering the environment for recording vocals or acoustic instruments in a classroom 
setting, there are two factors you need to address: sound isolation and absorption. 
 
The natural reverberations that would be picked up from a condenser mic in a classroom are 
generally horrible and will only be enhanced and ruin the take in the mixing phase. The aim of 
your vocal booth is to remove as much of that undesirable room noise and create as dead a 
sound as possible. Treatment should isolate the sound going into the microphone enough to 
filter out low level noise of the room (AC, street noise, etc.) and absorb reflections to cut down 
on frequency cancelation, etc. Thickness of the barriers help with the isolation and the type of 
material used helps with absorption. 
 
Here is a non-exhaustive list of a few options to think about sorted from least to most expensive. 
 

1) DIY Options This link covers a few DIY options for building a recording booth. Options 3 
and 4 starting at the 5:30 mark in the video make the most sense. #4 Seems the best, 
but requires a little building. 
I’ve also built acoustic panels with Roxul insulation batts in a wood frame that are fairly 
cheap and work pretty well. If you are handy, you can create an enclosure with those. 
Something like what’s described in this video might work. I would just added another 
partition behind the vocalist or make it a 4 wall enclosure instead of just 2 walls at an 
angle described in the video. 

2) Vocal Booths To Go This link is a website that sells a number of different mid to high 
level options for portable vocal booths. It is also where you can purchase the acoustic 
blankets mentioned in the DIY option from the previous link. 

3) Isovox Here is another option that goes around the mic but with thicker walls, but could 
only be used for vocals. 

4) Pro Option- This is the website for the Whisper Room. As it is the pro and most ideal 
option, it also is the most expensive. About $4000 will get you great sound isolation and 
acoustic treatment designed for recording. It is also movable once assembled. 

https://www.musicianonamission.com/diy-vocal-booth/
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=sjxyD9A3vcw
https://www.vocalboothtogo.com/product-category/mobile-recording-booths/
https://www.sweetwater.com/store/detail/ISOVOX2--isovox-home-vocal-booth?mrkgcl=28&mrkgadid=1233692239&rkg_id=0&campaigntype=dsa&campaign=aaDSA&adgroup=1233692239:DSA%20-%20Studio%20&%20Recording&placement=google&adpos=1t1&creative=282276642889&device=c&matchtype=b&network=g&gclid=Cj0KCQiAwc7jBRD8ARIsAKSUBHK0JhBLKmE4ngaPJpAC6qSYhKb08VFQ4TA1xaFpKIuDhpONJYwC0XAaAht0EALw_wcB
https://www.whisperroom.com/sound-booth-models#.XHS7uc9Kiu5

